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SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

(a) Give a complete Software Project Managem~nt Cycle with brie;' description of its
every individual activity. .-.

(b) 'Write dO'ivEstructure of a sofhvare project plan and discuss its V,ljou_ components
in brief. What are various types of software project plans?

(c) Dra'i'\'hierarchical organization of various project elements. Dif cuss each elemi~nt
in brief giving examples.

(d:: Suppos<.'; rha', you have been apr)ointed as Project Manager tf. de -elop Inh'anet
for your Institlltion. Create a work breakdown structure (WU:;) for this project
breaking at least one item up to the third level in WBS. '

(e) Write down various components and their content in the '/ision and Scope
dOCU111entof a project.



(a) What is cost benefit analysis? In context to cost benefit analysis, define the
follm-vingterms precisely.

(b) The status of cash flow for four projects is 'given in the following table. (Negative
figures at the end of year a represent initial investment).

j

~h flow for four projects (Figures are ~d of
year totals in rupees)

Year Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4
-

a -100,000 -1,000,000 -100,000 -120,000

1 10,000 200,000 30,000 30,000

2 10,000 200,000 30,000 30,000
~

3 10,OJO 200,000 30,000 30,000

4 20,000 200,000 30,000 30,000
-

5 100,000 300,000 30,000 75,000

On tl-,.':basis of this data, calculate various Lrms (a, a' ""e. '0 may assume
discount rat,_to be as 10%.

(c) Hm.\' are th". :.isksevaluated? Discuss the Dee.s· :: ~ce a.. -sis method for risk
evaluation.

(d) Discuss the feasibility analysis/assessment of cd. __ .~

assessment of a project ?

~
Expiain ,\vh\' discounted ca_h fio - h.: -c. .
selection the n net profit or return on investment.



(a) Consider the following project specifications with estimated activity durations
and precedence requirements

Activity Activity Description Duration Precedents(weeks)

A Hardware selection 6

B Software design 4

C Install hardware 3 A

D Code and test software 4 B

E File take-on 3 B

F Write user manuals 10

G User training 3
;-

E,F
- .

H Install and test system 2 C,D_.

Draw an activity network using activity on arrow (AOA) network com entions,
carry out forward and backward pass and identify the Critical Path(s). Discuss
how the project duration can be shortened?

(b) List various methods of estimation. Discuss the Albretch Function Point count
method for estimation of function points. Show that the Complexity _ djustment
Factor (CAF) adjusts the unadjusted value of Function Point (UFP) to ±35%.

(c) Discuss COCOMO hierarchy of estimation models in details. How ase models
differ from the dynamic estimation models.

(a) What are the various techniques for visualizing progress of a projec·? :JlSCUS3

Earn Value Analysis. How it is different froIll Cost Monitoring.

What are various types of risks? Discuss the risk~management pLJCes5in details.

Consider the following information about a odt;ear project.

Budgeted cost of work schedule (BCWS)= Rs, 23,000
(



Answer the following questions :

(i) What is 111ecost variance, schedule variance, Cost Performance Index (CPI),
and Schedule Performance Index (SPI) for the project ?

(ii) How is the project doing? Is it ahead of schedule or behind the schedule?
Is it unGer budget or over budget?

(Hi) Use the CPI to calculate the estimate at completion (EAC) for this project.
Is the project performing better or worse than planned?

(iv) use the schedule performance index to estimate how long it will take to
finish the project.

Discuss various types of software revie.' ~sin brief?
,~l· .

Statistical quality assurance is done by earrying out a sequence of steps involving
cpllection aLd classification of errors during all phases of development of the
software ani following Pareto's principle. Using this methodology derive
expression for Error Index which acts as an indicator of the quality.

Define softV'.'arequality. Give a list of various software quality attributes/factors.

Discuss SETcapability Maturity Model.

List va!'iou~ activities carried out by software development organizations for
Software QLalityAssurance. What is the importance of formal technical reviews?

"Software Quality Assurance is an umbrella activity" Justify this statement.


